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Summary
Automatic face recognition is a slowly maturing and economically highly important technology, which still falls short of the high expectations set on it. The variation in images taken from the same person makes face recognition systems difficult to design – it is impossible to explicitly code all variability. Successful systems have relied heavily on the principle of self-organizing many fragile cues to arrive at a robust decision and have been built by learning from biological systems. The paper describes the techniques of elastic bunch graph matching as a hierarchical integration of image pixels into Gabor responses, jets, graphs, and bunch graphs. Beside face recognition, these concepts are used for face classification learned from examples. It is attempted to develop them further to reach a complete parameterization of all faces. Methods for more general object recognition using the same Organic Computing principles are outlined and include the concept of end-stopped cells as corner detectors.
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1 Introduction
Automation has a huge demand for interpreting the data acquired from sensors. This is problematic because the environment is generally much too complicated to allow for a good computational model. The most informative sensors are cameras and the most important task for understanding their output is the identification of known objects. Computer vision is expected to gain substantially from Organic Computing, because the complicated models must self-organize to a large degree.

On an abstract level, a recognition system requires a data format for stored objects, a method to compare given images with those objects, and a method to turn the resulting similarities into a decision about the object’s identity. For efficient application to real world data, the efficient organization of the object database and methods to presegment images and image sequences become important. The subsystems to perform these tasks can be designed by using the Organic Computing principles of “Learning from nature” and “Self-organization”.

 Meaningful objects occupy an extended part of the visual field, but the data format in a camera (or on the first layer of the retina) is that of unrelated pixels which must be actively organized into a coherent whole if they belong to one
object. In the visual system of the brain this is done by a complicated and highly recurrent network whose global properties are still poorly understood. In our endeavor to build a technical system for face recognition we have followed the concept of hierarchical self-organization from the image pixels up to a decision about the identity of the observed person.

Comparing given images requires a process which can register images in the sense that only image points which belong to the same physical point on the object are compared. Finding these points in a given image is known as the correspondence problem, which is at the heart of many computer vision problems, but general solutions have not yet been found. We have used self-organizing dynamics on various levels of abstraction to solve it well enough for recognition purposes.

2 Jets and model graphs

The data format for the first integration step has been gleaned from neurobiology. The first step of processing in the visual cortex of the brain can be regarded as filtering by a huge set of neurons, each specialized to a local part of the image (its receptive field), a preferred orientation and a spatial frequency (or scale). The mathematical modeling of these cells’ responses is done by complex-valued Gabor functions [2]. As an interesting aside, these response profiles are themselves a result of self-organization. When neurons are shown many real images and given the constraint that their activity should be sparse, they develop precisely the properties of simple cells [9]. Therefore, they are well adapted to the task of processing natural images.

The next integration step is done by combining the responses of all the cells specialized to the same location but at different scales and orientations. The resulting vector is called a jet and describes the image patch in the area. For a global object description, these jets are further organized into spatial arrangements, which are formally coded as labeled graphs.

3 Self-organized correspondence finding

Given the data structure of a labeled graph the correspondence problem can be solved by the self-organization of a neural net with rapidly modifiable synaptic connections [4; 14]. The architecture of the net consists of an input layer which contains the transformed image data and as many model layers as there are faces to be recognized. The layers are interconnected recurrently such that each pair of image and model location has a link with a strength that can be interpreted as a likelihood for being corresponding. This is initialized by the similarities between the jets. Then rapid learning dynamics start, which support the growth of such links that connect similar jets and of link combinations that preserve the rough neighborhood relationships (graph edges) between points in image and model graph. Additionally, there is strong competition between all links originating at a single cell and all links targeting a single cell. This supports the development of one-one connections out of a state with undetermined correspondences. Furthermore, competition between models enforces convergence to the recognition of only one model [19].

The simulation of this self-organizing process on a sequential computer is rather time consuming – in the range of minutes on a standard PC. Recently, a self-organizing network based on minicolumn dynamics has been formulated, which has much higher intrinsic parallelism by employing more cells [8]. An alternative approach is to in-

Figure 1 A basic form of elastic graph matching for face recognition. A stored face is represented by a graph (left), whose nodes are labeled with jets (center), which are organized sets of responses of feature detectors. Each disk represents a jet attached to the respective node on the graph. The disk segments stand for cells selective for orientation (arranged angularly) and spatial frequency (arranged radially). The gray shades inside the segments show the activation of the cells. To solve the correspondence problem a self-organized matching scheme finds the most similar graph in an input image, the comparison of those graphs is independent of the position and robust against other influences like 3D-movement and occlusion.
introduce special map-coding neurons (maplets) [22].

For technical purposes the system described above has been further abstracted into a hierarchical optimization in various ways [4; 20]. The detailed neuronal dynamics have been replaced by a potential function, which has the desired correspondence structure as its optimum, together with a hierarchical optimization scheme, which decomposes the search space into the geometrically most probable degrees of freedom. Once good correspondences are established, similarities between local features are added up to a robust similarity measure between the images and finally lead to a recognition decision. Even after careful optimization on the algorithmic and software levels, correspondence finding remains the most time consuming part of face and object recognition.

4 Bunch graphs

In the special case of face recognition the situation can be greatly improved by storing many candidate faces together with the correspondences between them in one data structure called a bunch graph [18]. It has the same graph topology as a model graph, and the nodes are labeled with jets of corresponding points in all faces. There is one node for the right eyes of all faces, one for all nose tips, etc. This is the fourth integration step in the hierarchy started at the pixels.

Bunch graph matching can basically proceed in two modes. In recognition mode it simply works as a set of model graphs and similarities are evaluated for each person in the graph. Point correspondence is a transitive relation, and therefore the internally stored correspondence structure allows to restrict the time consuming matching to one global graph. The part with linear complexity in the number of candidates is thus reduced to the very rapid evaluation of jet similarities between readily matched nodes.

In the more interesting finding mode the local jets of different candidates are compared for maximal similarity independently of each other and thus allow application to situations where the person in the image is not part of the bunch graph. This mode of bunch graph matching has also been called general face knowledge, because of its potential to describe all possible faces as combinations of known patches, once enough faces are part of the bunch graph. It has turned out that about 100 faces are sufficient to code for all possible faces. The algorithm has a strong self-explanatory component in the sense that the information of which facial parts resemble which of the candidates stored in the bunch graph is readily available. Current implementations on standard PCs (3 GHz dual Xeon processor, 2 GB RAM) can recognize a person out of a database of 1000 in about 6 seconds.

This property of bunch graph matching has been further exploited by attaching personal properties to the candidates. Simple examples include “gender”, “beardedness” and “wearing spectacles”. Attached to all candidates in a supervised manner they are inherited by all their respective jets. Applied to an unknown face, the locally best fitting jets can make a majority decision (jet voting) about the global property of the face [17]. This decision is purely learned from examples. Rules like the constraint that eye jets are irrelevant to “beardedness” need not be specified. As a more complicated example, the method has been applied to the classification of rare genetic diseases which influence the facial appearance [6]. Given the choice between five such diseases performance was close to that of human experts.

For many applications like video phones or facial gesture recognition it is important that facial points are tracked reliably in a video sequence. This is only possible if tracking is constrained by model knowledge about the object to be recognized. In [16] these constraints could be learned from the displacement fields encountered during bunch graph matching to a large dataset of persons.

For images taken under controlled conditions the above described system has performed very well in the FERET and Face Recognition Vendor tests (see http://www.frvt.org/), demonstrating that Organic Computing methods are competitive with more mathematically inspired ones. A fair comparison with other face recognition methods is far beyond the scope of this article. Alternative approaches include pattern recognition on pixel values, eigenfaces [11; 13], local feature analysis [10], and morphable models [1]. From these, local feature analysis relies strongly on self-organization.

5 Segmentation

Although powerful the self-organized matching scheme alone cannot cope with arbitrarily cluttered images. Therefore, before recognition of a person can proceed, areas with high probability of containing a face must be identified. This is done by dynamic combination of cues like motion, predicted position, rough facial shape, skin color, stereo and depth, by a process that self-organizes the actual relative weighting of the different cues, whose reliability may vary strongly in time. The whole system is capable of recognizing persons from a database in real time while walking towards a camera [5]. The self-organized weighting of different cues is called democratic integration [12] and is well suited for robust segmentation of moving objects, with much higher accuracy than a comparable probability-based method [3]. Both Organic Computing methods receive their robustness from self-organization.

6 Future challenges

The most pressing problems for the extension of the bunch graph tech-
nique for face recognition concern illumination changes, which must be learned from examples given the very complicated reflectance of human skin. Bunch graphs must be empowered to acquire new knowledge in a self-organized way, and the need for human interaction and correction during their creation (required because of erroneous correspondences) will be further reduced. In the long run, a face representation will become an active entity, able to decide on the basis of real-world data and user reinforcement when information needs to be added or reorganized.

In the more general field of object recognition the unaltered bunch graph concept is not successful because of the very different geometrical structure of objects. Correspondence finding between different views of the same object works fairly well, and a very efficient neural network for object learning [15] has also been implemented. A convincing integration of correspondence-based comparison and fast retrieval is currently pursued.

The organization of Gabor functions into jets is only one possible way of useful feature combinations. Another neurobiology-based one is the combination to so-called endstopped cells. Integrating those over a range of scales yields robust corner detectors [21]. They are well suited as a basis for object matching [7]. Features combining neighboring Gabor responses are better suited for background suppression than jets [20]. The shown examples are only a small subset of feasible feature combinations. Selection of more complicated ones, which are appropriate for special visual decision tasks, can hardly be driven by intuition alone but must be guided by self-organization from natural image and video data.
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